Bitcoin Basics In-person
Workshop Schedule
08:30 ARRIVE with little or no Bitcoin knowledge
➢

#1 BITCOIN & SECURITY HYGIENE 1
○ Demo: Preparing a secure computer [pre-workshop video]
○ Presentation: “Bitcoin: currency or fad?”
○ Q&A

➢

#2 BITCOIN & SECURITY HYGIENE 2
○ Demo: Conﬁguring a secure connection
○ Presentation: “What is Bitcoin and the blockchain?”
○ Q&A

➢

#3 BITCOIN & OPERATIONAL SECURITY
○ Demo: Installing 2FA to use everywhere [pre-workshop video]
○ Activity: The Bitcoin Cafe (using test coins)
○ Activity: The Lightning Bitcoin Cafe (using test coins)
○ Q&A

➢

#4 BITCOIN EXCHANGES
○ Demo: Buying bitcoin on an exchange [pre-workshop video]
○ Activity: Buying bitcoin through exchanges
○ Q&A

➢

#5 BITCOIN HARDWARE WALLET
○ Demo: Setting up your bitcoin hardware wallet
○ Activity: Initialising your bitcoin hardware wallet
○ Q&A

➢

#6 COLD STORAGE BEST PRACTICES
○ Demo: Moving bitcoin from an exchange to your HW wallet
○ Activity: Be your own bank (or not)
○ Q&A

➢

Final thoughts, Q&A and next steps

16:30 LEAVE with full control of your private keys
coincompass.com your bitcoin guides

Bitcoin Basics Online
Workshop Schedule
START with little or no Bitcoin knowledge

SESSION ONE: BUYING BITCOIN
➢

Intro and pre-workshop tasks

➢

#1 BITCOIN & OPERATIONAL SECURITY
○ Demo: Installing 2FA to use everywhere [pre-workshop video]
○ Activity: Security hygiene challenge
○ Q&A

➢

#2 BITCOIN EXCHANGES
○ Demo: Buying bitcoin on an exchange [pre-workshop video]
○ Activity: Buying bitcoin through exchanges
○ Q&A

SESSION TWO: OWNING BITCOIN
➢

#3 BITCOIN HARDWARE WALLET
○ Demo: Setting up your bitcoin hardware wallet
○ Activity: Initialising your bitcoin hardware wallet
○ Q&A

➢

#4 COLD STORAGE BEST PRACTICES
○ Demo: Moving bitcoin from an exchange to your HW wallet
○ Activity: Be your own bank (or not)
○ Q&A

➢

Final thoughts, Q&A and next steps

FINISH with full control of your private keys

coincompass.com your bitcoin guides

